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Drawing on firsthand, intimate interviews with the few remaining survivors of Japan's kamikaze corps, a thought-provoking study
offers a revealing glimpse into the lives, attitudes, beliefs, and mindsets of former kamikaze pilots who never completed their
suicidal missions.
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Includes numerous quotations, covering all aspects of the war, from the Allies, the Axis, and the neutrals.
For three generations of Americans, World War II has been a touchstone for the understanding of conflict and of America’s role in
global affairs. But if World War II helped shape the perception of war for Americans, American media in turn shape the
understanding and memory of World War II. Concentrating on key popular films, television series, and digital games from the last
two decades, this book explores the critical influence World War II continues to exert on a generation of Americans born over thirty
years after the conflict ended. It explains how the war was configured in the media of the wartime generation and how it came to
be repurposed by their progeny, the Baby Boomers. In doing so, it identifies the framework underpinning the mediation of World
War II memory in the current generation’s media and develops a model that provides insight into the strategies of representation
that shape the American perspective of war in general.
A Masterpiece of Historical Fiction-The Great Novel of America's "Greatest Generation" Herman Wouk's sweeping epic of World
War II, which begins with The Winds of War and continues in War and Remembrance, stands as the crowning achievement of one
of America's most celebrated storytellers. Like no other books about the war, Wouk's spellbinding narrative captures the tide of
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global events-and all the drama, romance, heroism, and tragedy of World War II-as it immerses us in the lives of a single American
family drawn into the very center of the war's maelstrom.
Reviews of the first edition: • “Thompson has done his homework—this comprehensive career biography of TV legend Dan Curtis
covers everything the man produced. Thompson writes with a clear love for his subject and an accuracy that’s
impressive”—VideoScope • “Highly recommended”—Examiner.com • “Unique and highly recommended”—Midwest Book Review •
“A superb book, a must read for all Dark Shadows and Dan Curtis fans”—Scary Monsters Magazine • “Excellent
detail…fascinating, enlightening and educational…photographs are incredible. It’s a must-read”—Canyon News • “Thompson does
a great job of fleshing out Curtis’ entire career…a well-researched book! Grade A-”—mania.com • “Enjoyable reading and lots of
fun”—www.meetup.com Before award-winning director Dan Curtis became known for directing epic war movies, he darkened the
small screen with the horror genre's most famous soap opera, Dark Shadows, and numerous subsequent made-for-TV horror
movies. This second edition serves as a complete filmography, featuring each of Curtis's four-dozen productions and 100
photographs. With the addition of new chapters on Dark Shadows, the author further explores the groundbreaking daytime
television serial. Fans and scholars alike will find an exhaustive account of Curtis's work, as well as a new foreword from My Music
producer Jim Pierson and an afterword from Dr. Mabuse director Ansel Faraj.
A complete film guide to motion pictures and television shows that pertain to the war.
From the solitary windmill standing sentry over a rural homestead to the sleek machinery of a modern wind farm, windmills are a powerful
symbol of self-reliance and human ingenuity. Once the province of backyard tinkerers and eccentric inventors, they have over the past two
decades entered the mainstream to be embraced by environmentalists, venture capitalists, and policymakers alike. But reaching that point
wasn't easy.In Reaping the Wind, journalist Peter Asmus tells the fascinating and convoluted history of commercial wind power in the United
States. He introduces readers to maverick scientists and technologists who labored in obscurity, to entrepreneurs and visionary capitalists
who believed that a centuries-old idea could be made feasible in the modern world, and to enterprising financial advisers and investors who
sought to exploit the last great tax shelter in federal history. Beginning with the early pioneers, from William Heronemus, a former U.S. Navy
captain who dreamt of huge floating wind farms off the coast of New England, to the $40 million success story of Jim Dehlsen of Zond, he
offers an animated narrative that profiles the colorful cast of characters involved with the development of the American wind power
industry.Reaping the Wind is both engaging and instructive, with information about the technologies and policies that drive the industry and
give it promise interwoven with the human story of the struggle to develop -- against great odds -- reliable, clean energy from a source as
unpredictable and seemingly uncontrollable as the wind. Anyone interested in renewable energy or the human and political drama behind the
development of new technologies will find the book an engrossing and enlightening read.
The history of psychiatry is complex, reflecting diverse origins in mythology, cult beliefs, astrology, early medicine, law religion, philosophy,
and politics. This complexity has generated considerable debate and an increasing outflow of historical scholarship, ranging from the
enthusiastic meliorism of pre-World War II histories, to the iconoclastic revisionism of the 1960s, to more focused studies, such as the history
of asylums and the validity and efficacy of Freudian theory. This volume, intended as a successor to the centennial history of American
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psychiatry published by the American Psychiatric Association in 1944, summarizes the significant events and processes of the half-century
following World War II. Most of this history is written by clinicians who were central figures in it. In broad terms, the history of psychiatry after
the war can be viewed as the story of a cycling sequence, shifting from a predominantly biological to a psychodynamic perspective and back
again -- all presumably en route to an ultimate view that is truly integrated -- and interacting all the while with public perceptions, expectations,
exasperations, and disappointments. In six sections, Drs. Roy Menninger and John Nemiah and their colleagues cover both the continuities
and the dramatic changes of this period. The first four sections of the book are roughly chronological. The first section focuses on the war and
its impact on psychiatry; the second reviews postwar growth of the field (psychoanalysis and psychotherapy, psychiatric education, and
psychosomatic medicine); the third recounts the rise of scientific empiricism (biological psychiatry and nosology); and the fourth discusses
public attitudes and perceptions of public mental health policy, deinstitutionalization, antipsychiatry, the consumer movement, and managed
care. The fifth section examines the development of specialization and differentiation, exemplified by child and adolescent psychiatry,
geriatric psychiatry, addiction psychiatry, and forensic psychiatry. The concluding section examines ethics, and women and minorities in
psychiatry. Anyone interested in psychiatry will find this book a fascinating read.
The first comprehensive historiographic reference work on the war in Asia and the Pacific.
It was nothing more than a thin strip of land bordered by an ocean and a landlocked salt river. Its inhabitants were hoards of sand flies and
mosquitoes. In time, it probably would have been taken over by developers, and become another resort area. But catastrophic events,
beyond its shores, dictated a different role. The sand was shaped into a naval base and the sand flies and mosquitoes shared space with the
young men who came to prepare for war. Yet, in a time that threatened their lifestyle, their country, and the world, these strangers became a
cohesive unit that worked together, played together, and in some cases died together. Then, as suddenly as the Banana River Naval Air
Station appeared, it was gone…vanished, leaving only the folklore, the official reports, and a river with stories to tell. “I could hardly put the
book down. It is the history of the base from its inception to the new Patrick Air Force Base.” —Don M. Miller
The 525 notable works of 19th and 20th century American fiction in this reference book have many stage, movie, television, and video
adaptations. Each literary work is described and then every adaptation is examined with a discussion of how accurate the version is and how
well it succeeds in conveying the spirit of the original in a different medium. In addition to famous novels and short stories by authors such as
Nathaniel Hawthorne, F. Scott Fitzgerald, and Willa Cather, many bestsellers, mysteries, children’s books, young adult books, horror novels,
science fiction, detective stories, and sensational potboilers from the past two centuries are examined.
Examines changing attitudes among Germans as evident in films of the modern German era, leading away from guilt and atonement and
seeking national identity.

A Main Selection of the Military Book Club and a Featured Alternate of the History Book Club In the last days of World War II, a
new and baffling weapon terrorized the United States Navy in the Pacific. To the sailors who learned to fear them, the bodycrashing warriors of Japan were known as "suiciders"; among the Japanese, they were named for a divine wind that once saved
the home islands from invasion: kamikaze. Told from the perspective of the men who endured this horrifying tactic, At War with the
Wind is the first book to recount in nail-biting detail what it was like to experience an attack by Japanese kamikazes. David Sears,
acclaimed author of The Last Epic Naval Battle, draws on personal interviews and unprecedented research to create a narrative of
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war that is stunning in its vivid re-creations. Born of desperation in the face of overwhelming material superiority, suicide
attacks--by aircraft, submarines, small boats, and even manned rocket-boosted gliders--were capable of inflicting catastrophic
damage, testing the resolve of officers and sailors as never before. Sears's gripping account focuses on the vessels whose crews
experienced the full range of the kamikaze nightmare. From carrier USS St. Lo, the first U.S. Navy vessel sunk by an orchestrated
kamikaze attack, to USS Henrico, a transport ship that survived the landings at Normandy only to be sent to the Pacific and struck
by suicide planes off Okinawa, and USS Mannert L. Abele, the only vessel sunk by a rocket-boosted piloted glider during the war,
these unforgettable stories reveal, as never before, one of the most horrifying and misunderstood chapters of World War II. This is
the candid story of a war within a war--a relentless series of furious and violent engagements pitting men determined to die against
men determined to live. Its echoes resonate hauntingly at a time of global conflict, when suicide as a weapon remains a perplexing
and terrifying reality. November 1, 1945--Leyte Gulf The destroyer Killen (DD-593) was besieged, shooting down four planes, but
taking a bomb hit from a fifth. Pharmacist mate Ray Cloud, watching from the fantail, saw the plane--a sleek twin-engine Frances
fighter-bomber--swoop in low across the port side. As its pilot released his bomb, Cloud said to himself, "He dropped it too soon,"
and then watched as the plane roared by--pursued and chewed up by fire from Killen's 40- and 20-mm guns. The bomb hit the
water, skipped once and then penetrated Killen's port side hull forward, exploding between the #2 and #3 magazines. The blast
tore a gaping hole in Killen's side and water poured in. By the time Donice Copeland, eighteen, a radar petty officer, emerged on
deck from the radar shack, the ship's bow was practically submerged and the ship itself was nearly dead in the water. Practically
all the casualties were awash below decks. Two unwounded sailors, trapped below in the ship's emergency generator room, soon
drowned. The final tally of dead eventually climbed to fifteen.
Designed with the more visual needs of today's student in mind, this landmark encyclopedia covers the entire scope of the Second
World War, from its earliest roots to its continuing impact on global politics and human society. Over 1,000 illustrations, maps, and
primary source materials enhance the text and make history come alive for students and faculty alike. ABC-CLIO's World War II: A
Student Encyclopedia captures the monumental sweep of the "Big One" with accessible scholarship, a student-friendly, image-rich
design, and a variety of tools specifically crafted for the novice researcher. For teachers and curriculum specialists, it is a
thoroughly contemporary and authoritative work with everything they need to enrich their syllabi and meet state and national
standards. Ranging from the conflict's historic origins to VJ Day and beyond, it brings all aspects of the war vividly to life—its origins
in the rubble of World War I, its inevitable outbreak, its succession of tumultuous battles and unforgettable personalities. Students
will understand what the war meant to the leaders, the soldiers, and everyday families on home fronts around the world. Featured
essays look at Pearl Harbor, the Holocaust, the atomic bomb, and other crucial events, as well as fascinating topics such as
signals intelligence and the role of women in war. A separate primary source volume provides essential source material for
homework, test preparation or special projects. With a wealth of new information and new ideas about the war's causes, course,
and consequences, World War II will be the first place students turn for the who, what, when, where, and—more importantly—the
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why, behind this historic conflict. 950 A–Z entries, including lengthy biographies of individuals, studies of battles, details of
weapons systems, and analyses of wartime conferences—all of the topics students look for, and teachers and educators need to
have for their classes Over 270 contributors, including an unprecedented number of non-U.S. authorities, many from Japan and
China, giving students a truly global understanding of the war An inviting design incorporating 600 photographs, including
contemporaneous images of individuals, scenes from the front lines, posters, and weapon technologies A separate primary source
volume offering a wide array of materials ranging from official documents to personal correspondence An early section of 70
detailed geopolitical and military maps, show students the basic sweep of the war
Even as the New Deal was coping with the Depression, a new menace was developing abroad. Exploiting Germany's own
economic burdens, Hitler reached out to the disaffected, turning their aimless discontent into loyal support for his Nazi Party. In
Asia, Japan harbored imperial ambitions of its own. The same generation of Americans who battled the Depression eventually had
to shoulder arms in another conflict that wreaked worldwide destruction, ushered in the nuclear age, and forever changed their
way of life and their country's relationship to the rest of the world. The American People in World War II--the second installment of
Kennedy's Pulitzer Prize-winning Freedom from Fear--explains how the nation agonized over its role in the conflict, how it fought
the war, why the United States emerged victorious, and why the consequences of victory were sometimes sweet, sometimes
ironic. In a compelling narrative, Kennedy analyzes the determinants of American strategy, the painful choices faced by
commanders and statesmen, and the agonies inflicted on the millions of ordinary Americans who were compelled to swallow their
fears and face battle as best they could. The American People in World War II is a gripping narrative and an invaluable analysis of
the trials and victories through which modern America was formed.
Herman Wouk's sweeping epic of World War II, which begins with THE WINDS OF WAR and continues in WAR AND
REMEMBRANCE, stands as the crowning achievement of one of America's most celebrated storytellers. Like no other books
about the war, Wouk's spellbinding narrative captures the tide of global events - the drama, the romance, the heroism and the
tragedy of World War II - as it immerses us in the lives of a single American family drawn into the very centre of the maelstrom.
The United States relied heavily on bombing to defeat the Germans and the Japanese in World War II, and air raids were touted
as “precision” bombing in American propaganda. But was precision possible over cloud-covered Europe or a darkened Japanese
countryside? Could the vaunted Norden optical bombsight in fact “drop bombs into pickle barrels” as advertised? Were the
American aircrews well trained and well protected? How good were their airplanes? What were the results of the costly raids? This
work sets suppositions against facts surrounding the United States’ use of strategic bombing in World War II. Chapters cover the
events leading up to World War II; the start of the war; the seers and the planners; the airplanes, bombs, bombsights, and
aircrews; the planes Germany used to defend itself against American planes; the five cities (Hamburg, Dresden, Tokyo, Hiroshima,
and Nagasaki) that experienced the most destruction; and the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey of the damage done by aerial
bombing. The book also probes the government’s myth-building statements that supported America’s view of itself as a uniquely
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humanitarian nation, and analyzes the role played by interservice rivalry—“battleship admirals” against “bomber generals.”
After Adolf Hitler attacked Poland on September 1, 1939, igniting World War II, it fell to President Franklin D. Roosevelt to keep his
nation neutral while preparing it for war. When Japan’s surprise attack on Pearl Harbor brought that war to America, his strong,
steady leadership guided it through all but four months of the most brutal war in the history of the world. Through full-color and
black-and-white photos, informative sidebars, and engaging narrative, readers gain insight into Roosevelt’s administration and the
people who advised him, as well as the combat and political strategies of the war itself and its legacy.
An all-encompassing book with more than a thousand quotations, this work breathes life into an era unprecedented in world
history. It looks at World War II in a new way with quotations from speeches, news accounts, memoirs, and interviews.
Represented, too, are captured documents and material from Ultra and Magic, which broke the German and Japanese secret
codes. All major political and military figures of the war are included, as well as many hitherto unknown. In addition, the
encyclopedia serves as a lexicon of slang, nicknames and code names, and of war movies and war songs.
This comprehensive volume provides a wealth of information with annotated listings of more than 3,500 titles—a broad sampling of books on
the war years 1939-1945. Includes both fiction and nonfiction works about all aspects of the war. Professional resources for educators
aligned to the educational standards for social studies; technical references; periodicals and electronic resources; a directory of WWII
museums, memorials, and other institutions; and topics for exploration complement this excellent library and classroom resource.
The life of everyone who lived through World War II was changed by this worldwide upheaval. In some of the stories told here: a P-38 pilot
looks down at one of his buddies frozen in the Alaskan ice, a German prisoner of war ends up in a Russian labor camp, an Army wife flirts
with a judge to get a permit to buy a rationed tire, a USO dancer helps wounded soldiers forget their pain for a few moments, a thirteen-yearold boy, traveling alone from Czechoslovakia to California to join his father is stranded in Curacao. Here are forty-three accounts of the terror,
pain, exuberance, boredom, kindness of that extraordinary time.
The immediacy and perceived truth of the visual image, as well as film and television's ability to propel viewers back into the past, place the
genre of the historical film in a special category. War films--including antiwar films--have established the prevailing public image of war in the
twentieth century. For American audiences, the dominant image of trench warfare in World War I has been provided by feature films such as
All Quiet on the Western Front and Paths of Glory. The image of combat in the Second World War has been shaped by films like Sands of
Iwo Jima and The Longest Day. And despite claims for the alleged impact of widespread television coverage of the Vietnam War, it is actually
films such as Apocalypse Now and Platoon which have provided the most powerful images of what is seen as the "reality" of that much
disputed conflict. But to what degree does history written "with lightning," as Woodrow Wilson allegedly said, represent the reality of the past?
To what extent is visual history an oversimplification, or even a distortion of the past? Exploring the relationship between moving images and
the society and culture in which they were produced and received, World War II, Film, and History addresses the power these images have
had in determining our perception and memories of war. Examining how the public memory of war in the twentieth century has often been
created more by a manufactured past than a remembered one, a leading group of historians discusses films dating from the early 1930s
through the early 1990s, created by filmmakers the world over, from the United States and Germany to Japan and the former Soviet Union.
For example, Freda Freiberg explains how the inter-racial melodramatic Japanese feature film China Nights, in which a manly and protective
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Japanese naval officer falls in love with a beautiful young Chinese street waif and molds her into a cultured, submissive wife, proved
enormously popular with wartime Japanese and helped justify the invasion of China in the minds of many Japanese viewers. Peter Paret
assesses the historical accuracy of Kolberg as a depiction of an unsuccessful siege of that German city by a French Army in 1807, and
explores how the film, released by Hitler's regime in January 1945, explicitly called for civilian sacrifice and last-ditch resistance. Stephen
Ambrose contrasts what we know about the historical reality of the Allied D-Day landings in Normandy on June 6, 1944, with the 1962 release
of The Longest Day, in which the major climactic moment in the film never happened at Normandy. Alice Kessler-Harris examines The Life
and Times of Rosie the Riveter, a 1982 film documentary about women defense workers on the American home front in World War II,
emphasizing the degree to which the documentary's engaging main characters and its message of the need for fair and equal treatment for
women resonates with many contemporary viewers. And Clement Alexander Price contrasts Men of Bronze, William Miles's fine documentary
about black American soldiers who fought in France in World War I, with Liberators, the controversial documentary by Miles and Nina
Rosenblum which incorrectly claimed that African-American troops liberated Holocaust survivors at Dachau in World War II. In today's
visually-oriented world, powerful images, even images of images, are circulated in an eternal cycle, gaining increased acceptance through
repetition. History becomes an endless loop, in which repeated images validate and reconfirm each other. Based on archival materials, many
of which have become only recently available, World War II, Film, and History offers an informative and a disturbing look at the complex
relationship between national myths and filmic memory, as well as the dangers of visual images being transformed into "reality."
From the American Colonial Wars to our peacekeeper role in Bosnia, this book brings together information on books, drama, songs, films,
and other works that have mythologized our nation's many wars.
Bring history to life for students in grades 5 and up with World War II! This 120-page book covers topics such as the causes and effects of
World War II, the rise of dictators, democracy, the Third Reich, D-day, concentration camps, weapons, and the Battles of the Bulge, Iwo Jima,
and Okinawa. The book presents and reinforces information through captivating reading passages and a variety of reproducible activities. It
also includes biographical sketches, a time line, and a complete answer key.
First published in 2003. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
World War II has been an endlessly fertile film subject since the late 1930s-even before the United States entered combat. This sweeping
study of Hollywood's depictions of the war, and of the motion picture industry during wartime, describes more than 450 films in roughly
chronological order, while providing a historical perspective on the times and the events depicted. Included are such pictures as Casablanca,
The Battle of Midway, Der Fuhrer's Face and Letters from Iwo Jima.

Now in English, the authoritative work on ordinary Jews in France during World War II.
This anthology contains 16 readings that deal with military, political, diplomatic, and social aspects of WWII and its
consequences for the contemporary world. The readings are grouped around seven major topics, and each topic is
prefaced with commentary by Lee. The readings consist of complete articles or integral chapters rather than abridged
selections so that each author's argument can be read in its original form. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
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First Published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Make the past come alive for your students by introducing them to a wide array of fascinating historical novels.
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